Long Life Prayer for Bhakha Tulku Rinpoche

OM SWASTI

SANG GYAY PE MAI SUNG TRÜL PE MA LING
Lotus Buddha’s speech emanation, Pema Lingpa, supreme holder of his teachings;

DOR JE LING PAI NAM PAR T’HRÜL PAI GAR
display manifestation of Dorje Lingpa; I pray to Rigdzin Gyatso.

GANG GI SANG SUM YE SHEY GYU MAI GAR
Magical dance of the three secret wisdoms, outwardly always happy to be humble,

NANG DU NYAM TOK YÖN TEN P’HUNG PÖ CHI
inwardly laden with the abundant qualities of experience and realization;

DRÜP GYAI TSUK GYEN PE MA SAM BHA WAI
Holding the extraordinary teachings of Padmasambhava, crown ornament of the many siddhas,

T’HUK KYË DAM CHAI GO CHHA RAP TSEN PA
wearing the armor of samaya commitment, Glorious Guru, may you live long.

GANG JONG GYAL TEN YONG DZOK JUNG WAI KHUNG
The source of all Buddhist teachings in Snowland is the early transmission.

May the activities beneficial to it
Thus, according to the request of the yoginis Vajra Dakini and Siddhi, for Bhakha Tulku Pema Tenzin’s long life prayer, I, Thinley Norbu, immediately wrote this in the increasing crescent moon in the ninth month of the iron horse year. May it be fruitful.
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KHYAP DAK RIK DÜ PE MAI T’HU JIN GYIY
All pervading lord of the mandala, through Padmasambhava’s blessing,

GYAL WAI NYU GU NGA GYUR RIK DZIN CHHOK
holder of the transmission of the supreme early translation school, offspring of the Victorious Ones,

DRO DÜL T’HRIN LAY NAM PAR GYAL WAI DEI
may you be ever triumphant in the Buddha activity of taming beings.

ZHAP PE RAP TEN DÖN NYIY LHÜN DRUP SHOK
May you live long and accomplish the two purposes of self and others.

By Düdjom Rinpoche
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OM SWASTI   NGÖN TS'É KA NYING ZUNG JUK TSÖ DRAL GYI
KYEY CHHOK PEMA RIK DZIN CHHAK MÈ ZHAP
Om Swasti!  In the past, you were the victorious Vidyadara, Khamsum Yongdrol,1 the Guru of
indisputable great masters of the union of Kagyü and Nyingma,

KHYAP DAL LHÜN DRUP SOK KYI RIK DAK JE   RIK DZIN CHHÖ GYAL KHAM SUM YONG DRÖL NAY
such as Dzogchen Pema Rigzin, Karma Chagmè, and Kyabdal Lundrup.

DENG SANG PO TÖ YU RI GÖN NAY SU   TER CHHEN DÜ DÜL DUNG GYÜ TSANG MA RU
In present time, you were born in the pure family lineage of the Vidyadara Düdul Dorje at the Turquoise
Mountain Hermitage in the upper region of Powo.

KU T'HRUNG GYAL WANG CHU DRUK PA CHHEN PÖ   NGÖ DZIN NANG TAR DÜ JOM DRO DÜL JEY
Recognized by the Great Sixteenth Karmapa, you were enthroned by Düdjom Rinpoche

PEMA TEN DZIN T'HRAIN LAY NAM GYAL ZHEY   TS'EN GYI CHÖ PEN TSAL NAY GONG MAI T'HRAIN
on your former seat with the name Pema Tenzin Thrinley Namgyal.

NGA SÖL ZENG TÖ JEY ZUNG KA TER GYI   ZAP GYAY DAM PAI DÜ TSIY BU ZHIN KYANG
You were honored, praised, and cared for like his own son and given the profound instruction of the
Kama and Terma lineages.

DE LE DÜL JAY LOK DRUP GUNG KEK SOK   NYIK DÜ RANG TAK T'HUK SÜN SOK PANG TE
Henceforth, may you not have the obstacle of being discouraged by your subjects, a sign of degenerate
times.

1 the eighth Bhakha Tulku
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ZHAP PE TEN CHING SEM PAI GO CHHA TEN   DU NGÖ CHHIN DRUK T’HAP KHAY DAK GIR ZHEY
May your lotus feet and Bodhisattva armor ever remain stable and take on the skillful methods of the
four magnetizing (powers) and the six Paramitas.

GYÜ SUM LA MA TSA SUM LHAK PAI LHA   MA ZA DOR SUM CHHÖ KYONG SUNG MA YIY
May the power of the Gurus of the three lineages, the excellent Deities of the three roots, and the three
Dharmapala guards: Ekazati, Rahula, and Dorje Legpa,

GAL KYEN KÜN SÖL T’HÜN PAI DONG DROK SOK   MA YEL TAK TU KYONG WAI TA SHIY SHOK
dispel all misfortune, and bring conducive support. May they continuously protect you with
auspiciousness without interruption.

This was written in response to the request of the faithful Kunzang Wangmo by the old man Chatral [Sangye Dorje
Rinpoche].

Mangalam.